
These Rules are for the 2023 Racine County Pulls. Rules updated 4/1/2023. 

June Pull classes are on page 1.        Additional County Fair classes are on page 2. 

No Carry-ins 
General Rules (All Classes) 

- All vehicles must cross the scale prior to entering the staging lanes 

- Only one entry per vehicle, per night 

- 3000 RPM Limit. Subject to tech inspection 

- Plug required for County Fair. Recommended for June 

- JUDGES DECISION IS FINAL 

- 20” drawbar for all tractor classes 

- All vehicles must have fenders and hoods/shields in place.  

- Any side shields must be readily removable 

- Must run stock fuel for make/model (Gas, Diesel, LP) 

- No water injection or fuel enhancers 

- Competitor has up to 100 feet to set speed, after 100 feet speeding is a disqualification 

- Any parts or weights that fall off under the green flag result in a disqualification  

- First puller in each class has the option to come back at the end of the class

 

 

5500 lb NA Farm (5 mph): 

- NATURALLY ASPIRATED- No blowers, 

chargers, etc. 

- Stock style fuel pumps 

- Narrow front allowed 

- Factory manifolds and engine series, or 

factory replacement 

- 18.4x38 Maximum tire size, no cut tires. 

9500 NA Farm (7 mph): 

- NATURALLY ASPIRATED- No blowers, 

chargers, etc. 

- Stock style fuel pumps 

- Narrow front allowed 

- Factory manifolds and engine series, or 

factory replacement 

- 20.8x38 Maximum tire size, no cut tires. 

 

 

14500 lb Turbo Farm (9 mph): 

- 14,500 lb, 9 mph speed limit 

- Must have at least one: Working 3 point, 

PTO, Hydraulics (Implement) 

- No Cut Tires, No duals 

- Narrow Front End Allowed 

- Factory manifolds and engine series, or 

factory replacement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12500 lb Enhanced Farm (15 mph):  

- 12,500 lbs, 15 mph speed limit  

- 3000 RPM limit. 

- Box reading of 3001 RPM is a DQ! 

Must have ISSPRO RPM Pick-up 

(From Fair Valley Performance) 

- Plug required to pull 

- Vertical Exhaust, 2 3/8” bolts crossing 

perpendicular after exhaust of turbo 

- Sled Air Kill Required 

- Recommend Deadman style-throttle, 

wheelie bars 

- No Cut Tires 

- Wide Front Only 

8000 lb Street Diesel Trucks:  

- 26” Drawbar with 3 x 3 ½” hole 

- No Hanging Weights 

- Vertical Exhaust Highly Recommended 

- No riders once across the scale 

- Must bring driver’s license and 

registration to registration table 

  



These Rules are for the 2023 Racine County Pulls. Rules updated 4/1/2023. 

June Pull classes are on page 1.        Additional County Fair classes are on page 2. 

No Carry-ins 

Additonal Fair Classes:  

7500 lb NA Altered Tractors: 

- 3000 RPM Limit- RPM Plug required 

- Wheelie Bars Required 

- Fenders required 

- Sled Kill Switch Recommended 

- Other safety equipment highly encouraged 

- NATURALLY ASPIRTATED 

- Block must be from original manufacture and same # of cylinders. 

- 18.4x38 Max Tire Size 

- Top cut tires only, No duals 

- Narrow Front End Allowed 


